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Exhaust emissions., HC~ CO and NO::: are identified as be'ing mope
variable than fuel consumption., and there,foY'e more difficult to
model,. The causes of variability in both source and measupement
are described" The emissions rates and their> ooefficients of
variation are depicted on joint axes ~f power and speed which allow
e:r:pZanation oj' the teme in 5 models Dj' the lwnped parameter type"
FoUT' cars have been se leated to test the mode le" The pe:rfoPmance
of the models in 'closed loop 1 tests tends to imppove with increas'ing
compZe,xity" Gener>ally., emissions are predicted with 1; to 5 times
the el"l"OPs e:r:perienced in the prediction of fuel consumption lffitha given level of'model.,
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INTRODUCTION

Australian research has been at the forefront of the
methodology of forecasting the exhaust emissions from motor vehicle
in traffic, and more recently leading the way in the prediction
of vehicle fuel consumption"

The early work in the simulation of exhaust emissions
(watson 1973 and Kinselman et al 1974), subdivided the vehicles'
behaviour in two discrete ways, which, whilst making predictive
computation extremely cumbersome, was founded on the fundamental
nature of the problem, Firstly, the emission process was
divided into the exhaust flow rate and the concentration of each
of the pollutant species, namely hydrocarbons (or unburnt fuel)
He, carbon monoxide co and nitrogen oxides NOXt in the exhaust
flow" Secondly, the driving pattern was subdivided into modes
(sometimes called elements) comprising acceleration, cruise,
<;1eceleration and idle"

The exhaust flow rate was shown to relate principally
to engine capacity and vehicle mass as well as the implied
power described in terms of velocity and acceleration" These
concepts still form the basis of recent models (Kent, Post & Tomlin, 1982)"

This early work (Kinselman et al 1974) although capable
of being applied at the microscale was only used in a gross way 
in providing the travel speed related correction factors to the
standard drive cycle emissions and was employed in the computation
of the mobile emissions source in the estimation of inventories
for urban air-sheds (see for example U.,S .. Environmental Protection
Agency 1978)" The method is still employed today" The emissions
rates measured according to the U"S .. 1975 emissions test pro
cedure on a chassis dynamometer and the Los Angeles LA-4 driving
pattern (Federal Register, 1973) are multiplied by factors
according to estimated average travel speed of vehicles within
prescribed (usually elements of an othoganal grid) area of the
city" The factors are computed in quite fine detail, varying
with emission type, year of vehicle manufacture and distance
accumulation* and then integrated for the fleet on the basis of
licence plate related information ..

*The year of manufacture is needed because of the change
in emissions standards almost on an annual basis up
until 1981 and the deterioration in exhaust emissions
control systems with age, maintenance and tampering"
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THE SOURCES OF EMISSIONS VARIABILITY
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Scrutiny of the early formulations revealed inconsistencies
when the models were employed for rnicroscale(vehicle manoeuvre)
related analysis.. For example the lack of coherence in the formulae
employed led to unacceptable inconsistencies, such as sudden trans
itions in emissions rates as a vehicle changed from mild acceleration
to cruise, and the arbitrary decision needed to differentiate the
acceleration rates at the cut off between acceleration, cruise
and deceleration (0 .. 5", 1 or 1.5, miles/his) and the interval for
which a mode should be deemed to exist before it was treated
separately ..

MODELLING EMISSIONS FROM CARS

Then, as now fundamental pr'oblems exist, The exhaust
concentrations of He, NOx and co vary significantly from engine
cycle to engine cycle because of combustion cycle by-cycle
variations.. Further, much more significantly than fuel con
sumption, emissions are dependent upon the air-fuel ratio
supplied by the carburettor and much less on engine power
output" Fig .. I shows typical curves of dependence on air-fuel
ratio"

Fig" 1, Effect of air fuel ratio on exhaust emissions'
concentration. The general trends are valid for
all power outputs"

When the accele.z:'ator pedal of the car is depressed or
released, the associated movement of the engine's throttle causes
a change in the pressure in the intake manifold.. Coupled with
this pressure change is the removal or growth in the liquid fuel
layer which pervades the walls of the inlet rranifold, in quasi
steady equilibrium with the vapor air stream flowing through it.
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Gear shifting provides a further cause of variability. At
a given speed and power demand, a driver may have a choice of 2 or
3 gears at which the car can operate. Although shift points are
mandated in the test cycles, particularly in cruise conditions there
will often be 'overlapping' gear use" Plainly the lowe.r numerical
gear means higher engine speeds, increased friction and other losses
which in turn affect emissions.

Fig .. 2.. Delays (ot) in the vehicle exhaust and the constant
vOlume sampling system when used for continuous
exhaust analyses"
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The richening or leaning of the mixture causes la:r-ge perturbations
in exhaust emissions" Particularly in urban driving ,variations
in throttle position and manifold pressure occur almost continuously
and thus there are significant contributions from transient effects
to exhaust emissions"

Further, contributions to emissions variability exists in
the measurement pIocess. From the traffic study viewpoint, emissions
should be related to vehicle motion (velocity, acceleration etc,,)
However, in the measurement of instantaneous emissions on a vehicle
dynamometer, the analysers are remote from the engine" Fig. 2
shows a typical measuring system and the time delay (0 t) components
in the flow of gas to the analysers. The delays in the Constant
Volume sampling system (CVS) of Fig. 2, used in emissions testing
to Australian Design Rules, are variable in the exhaust pipe (otl)
and coupling pipe (5 t 2 )· These residence times vary fI'om about 0, 35
at maximum power to several seconds at idle., Plainly these delays
must be allowed fOI in relating vehicle motion to emissions measu:r:ed ..
Even when the equipment is designed fOI minimum delay, 6 to 10
seconds lapse between production and measurement ..
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The method of accounting for these delays and other problems
such as mixing of the gases in mUfflers and so on have recently been
described (Watson et al 1985)

The object of this papel:' is to describe a test program
designed to gather fuel and emissions data, the magnitude and
variability of fuel consumption and exhaust emissions in typical
driving situations, and how well simple models can describe the
measured data.

TEST PROCEDURES

The results used in this paper were obtained as pal:'t of a
survey of 40 cars (Watson et al 1985), Each vehicle was tested
to driving patte:r::'ns which embodied standard driving cycles
(AS20T7 city or ADR27A and ADR37) based on Los Angeles driving
and cycles which we have developed, Melbourne peak (Watson,
Milkins and Braunsteins, 1982) and Melbourne cold start (Lansell,
Watson and Milkins, 1983). These latter cycles cor~espond quite
closely to driving patterns measured elsewhere in Australia
(Lansell and Watson, 1984), Each of these tests cycles contains

between 8 and 18 microtrips.. The Australian cycles involve
considerably higher power demands than the U.S" city cycles and
also compare favourably with driving in 5 U"S" cities (Wasielewski
and Evans and Chang, 1980) The frequency of power demand for ou~
Ford Cortina 4,,1 lit~e test car over each of the cycles is given
in Fig" 3.. Note the vertical scale difference between the upper
and lower two figures"

Other tests were also performed inclUding steady speed
cruising over the ~ange from idle to 120 km/h in 10 km/h
increments, acceleration tests at wide open th~ottle from ~est
to 110 krn/h and coast down tests under closed throttle dr'ive/4th
gear (automatic/manual) and in neutral. The first coast downs
provide data on the deceleration ~ate variation with speed above
which the throttle must be opened" The second coast downs allow
the determination of the vehicles aerodynamic and rolling
resistance coefficients.

The above tests were performed On the chassis dynamometer
with loads set to the vehicle's measured (weighbridge) inertia
and to road drag determined in a newly developed procedure Which
allows replication on the dyna,mometer of steady speed fuel
consumption to within ± 2 mL/min(Watson et aI, 1985). A typical
result for the GM Holden's Commodore, stUdied later in the paper
is given in Fig., 4"
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Fig" 3 probability of power demand for the University
of MelboUI'nels test car (4.1L Ford Cortina of
1585 kg mass) for the ADR27A or U"S" city cycle
and the Melbourne peak and cold start driving cycles"
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During all the dynamorneter tests CO2 , CO, He and NOx
emissions are logged at ~ second intervals, together with additional
information such as vehicle and engine speeds, dynarnometez
torque and volumetric fuel flow to the carburettor',

The test results analysed here involve only hot stazt
tests, so that changes due to 'warm up' of engine and vehicle
components following a cold start have not been considered.
Fuel flows analysed are those obtained from the exhaust analysis
using the 'carbon balance' method which avoids the uncertainties,
at the short time scale, of the fluctuations in fuel flow into
the carburettor owing to the bUffering effect of the float bowl.
However, when integrated, rates measured by each method agree very
closely as shown 'in Fig" 5.
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THE EQUATIONS FOR THE M:)DELS

MODELLING EMISSIONS FROM CARS

of lumped-parameter* type nodels for
These form the bases for the evaluation of
various ways deviate from those now

* Lumped parameter indicates that several physical features
are joined toqether in models which r'etain physical sig
nificance viz. (engine efficiency x transmission efficiency
x rolling resistance) as one co-efficient"

f t = [A v + B v
3

+ (D v PKE + E PKE) M + F 1v>o + f
i

v--o (Ml)

Fig" 5" Comparison of volumetric and exhaust emission derived
fuel quantities integrated over microtrips for 3 .. 3L
GMH Corornodore (left) and Ford Cortina (right) U.. 8,
72 FTP = ADR27A Solid line represents identity"

Here £ive forms
emissions are evaluated"
nearly 30 models, which in
described (Holyoake 1985)

Naturally, the first 3 models have evolved from the early
equations applied by Watson (l980) " But the work of Bowyer,
Akcelik and Biggs (l984) show that they are all quite closely
related, Coefficients and correlation coefficient squared for each
model are given in table 1

Model 1

Is the original PKE-v r model (watson 1982) transformed
into a fuel or emissions rate equation" If both fuel and emissions
rates are represented by f (ignoring subscripts for HC, CO etc,,)
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Model 2

SPEED

TIr'lE

work

rolling resistance ate"
aerodynamic drag ete ..

to
to

related to the acceleration
Fig" 6.,
to engine friction

WATSON ETAL

A is the coefficient related
B is the coefficient related
M is the vehicle mass
D and E are constants

term PKE defined in
F is the-rate related
£i is the idle rate

over-estimate deceleration fuel/emissions because it
reverts to the steady speed cruise ~ates, whereas
deceleration rates are typically less than cruise ..
Will underestimate acceleration rates to Compensate
for the ove:r:-estimated deceleration rates"

where

PKE

Fig" 6" The PKE (positive acceleration kinetic energy
pex' distance) term explained"

1.. Determination of the idle rate

2.. From steady speed tests, regression to find A, Band F.
3" D and E from reg.:ression of the incremental rates Over the

steady speed values over hot start drive cycles at !:z
second intervals or alternatively for values integrated
over microtrips "

It is clear from examination of Model 1 that when applied
instantaneously it will tend to :
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Calibration: The model is calibrated in 3 steps,

*

*

To combat this problem it was proposed that when the throttle
was closed the fuel/emissions rate assumes the idle value" This is
quite justified for fuel since Sonic (constant) flow prevails in
the carburettor" It is a poor assumption for emissions as will be
seen, Integration of the PKE term continues only to closed throttle,
when the decele~'ation rate is higher than coasting, where inertial
forces equal aerodynamic forces because of engine b~aking.
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Is as fox" model M2" It should be noted that the
KE term can become negative under mild deceleration
conditions when the throttle is open"
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Thus we have

Calibration: is as for Ml except that the incremental fuel flow
values are found only for throttle open"

The throttle open acceleration boundary is descI:'ibed as
a c ~ f(v) (1)

and determined from routinely performed tests in the program, as
described previously. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of coast down
and closed throttle decelerations.. Extra fuel and emissions aI:'e
consumed/produced in providing energy to overcome engine braking
at speeds in excess of 5 to 7 m!s"

DRIVE

whe:r::'e the subscripts 0 stand for throttle open and c for
throttle closed"

The reader is reminded that at decelerations more negative
than throttle open, the vehicle brakes will have to be applied,

Model 3

f t = [A v + B v 3 + (D KE + E v KE ) M + F ] 0 + fie

It is a true kinetic energy model, in that during mild
deceleration with throttle open, allowance is made for the dissipation
of kinetic energy against aerodynamic and rolling resistance forces"

Where KE is the kinetic energy"

Calibration

Fig, 7, Speed-time profiles of coast downs for GMH Commodore in

neutral and drive, The throttle is closed for both tests



Model 4
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Is the well known Kent et al (1982) power demand model"

(M4)

( 2)

a. is determined from separate
coefficients hI and b 2 have to
coast down tests with the vehicle

rate
The

from

The idle fuel
measurements"
be determined

in neutral"

MODELLING EMISSIONS FROM CARS

Unfortunately during these tests there is extra
friction due to the turning of the axle final drive
gea:rs, and this is included in b

l
" With knowledge

of P from equation 2 the coeffic~ent 13 may be
obtained from regr'ession forced through the origin
of the !:l: second fuel rate or emissions measu:rement
for all positive pOwers.

f t = a + S(P}P>o

P = b1V + b
2

v 3 +~v

B is the regression coefficient £Ol: drive cycle
fuel rates at !s intervals ..

fable of coefficients and correlation coefficient squared

b I and b 2 are coefficients in the power equation relat
-ed to rolling J::'esistance and aerodynamic drag.

where

Calibration:

Table 1



(MS)

(4)

(3)

Bawyer, Akcelik and Biggs
the ene~gy - acceleration

(5)

Cl and c2 are found by regression, and a = dv/dt (refer to P"19),,

M.!':!

Is an extension of Model 5 by
(1984) including an additional term _
efficiency paramater 13 21 thus

2 dvf t = et + SI (hI + b2 V + M dt) v + 6
2

>0

where

Note that

MODEL VARIATIONS

Direct quantification of the rolling resistance and
aerodyna,rnic coefficients hI and b Z is avoided by this method"

where Pi is the power to accelex'ate the vehicle
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calibration: As for M4 except that the second regression
coefficient 62 is included. And the
steady speed fuel consumption equation may be
used for the first 3 terms, ie"

The r'eader will probably have observed that all 5 models
are part of a family with minor variations in assumptions and
calibration methods ..

WATSON ETAL

ModelS----

All the above models can i.nclude a gradient term. This
has been omitted for simplicity" Plainly kinetic energy and
potential energy changes can be equated, so that the coefficient
for gradient does not have to be separately determined. Equation
1 for throttle closure will need inclusion of the gradient in
the acceleration term"

Several variations of the models are possible, leading
to 27 equations in Holyoake's (1985) evaluation.. For example
the mean running velocity vr can be used as :

Only the average speed and stop times are then needed to
obtain vr for Ml and the peak and minimwn speeds for the ~"
Another option is to include only one KE or PKE term.,
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For Model 4, improved regression can be obtained by
determdning a and B simultaneously, but then a no longer
represents the idle fuel rate"

These variations and others are presently excluded to fit
the presentation within these confines"

DATA BASE

For brevity, examination of the data available has been
confined to four cars : a GM Holden I s (GMH' KingswQod with a 4" 2L
VB engine and automatic transmission, a GMH Commodore with 3 .. 3L
6 cylinder engine and automatic transmission, our test car' used
in many previous experiments, the Ford COJ::tina Wagon with the
4.1L 6 cylinder' engine and automatic transmission and a Banda
Civic with a L3L 4 cylinder engine and 5 speed manual transmission"

The test data involve the hot staJ::'t driving of the ADR27A
and MPC cycles" The data have been represented graphically in Figs"
8 and 9 for the FOJ::'d COJ::tina and Honda Civic"

This new way of exp.t:'essing fuel/emissions rate data is
based on the form of equation (M4) , In the speed direction we
would expect the surface to vary as a cubic equation in speed,
but linearly in the low power domain for P > O. These trends are
best observed in the fuel surfaces for both cars.. It can be seen
that for P < ° the fuel rate is essentially constant, except at
higher speeds where fuel is needed to overcome engine braking;
more noticeable in the Honda with a manual transmission ..

At high speeds and powers there are some 'holes' in the
surface where no data points exist" The fuel .t:ates, especially
for the Honda, show substantial increases at high speed" The.t:'e
is also a tendency, at very high poweJ::'S, which are only used at
the highest speeds, for the slope of the fuel rate with respect
to power to increase.. This justifies the presence of the 82 term
in MS, and the second terms, allowing for a change of slope dft/dP
at higher speeds, in Ml, M2 and M3 Le. HEPKE and MEKE"

*For fuel rates the coefficient of variation in the right
side graphs are seen to be very small, generally less than 0,,2
over nearly all the speed-power surface"

Although the emission graphs have a tendency to have
the same basic shape as the fuel data, as expected since exhaust
flow Late is essentially proportional to fuel r'ate, there exists
Usually higher' values of C,,0 "v"

* C"O"V" is defined as standard deviation/mean
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Ihe variability is the resul t of the reasons given in the
introduction, and the unde~lying assumption of the time (or
previous history) independence of the data pl::'esentation and the
models It has been suggested by Kent, Post and Tomlin (1982)
that the power demand model is unsatisfactory for describing CO
ew.issions. C"O"V,,'s dx'e large for the Cox'tina, as high as 3,,0, but
the actual CO emission levels ax'e very low for this ca.r', less than
for Honda over much of the surface 'The variability is especially
bad under very light throttle engine operation, ie. near steady
(low power) moderate speed driving, when the progression jets
in the carburettor can cause shifts in air-fuel ratios"

Fig" IQ,. Contribution of each node of mesh to total CO
emission over the test cycles ..

The high peak under deceleration is clear'ly at variance
with the concept of constant rates for closed throttle operation
embodied in all the models.

The graphical presentation used for the data has been
extended to demonstrate the relative contr'ibution of each node
on the mesh" It can be seen in Fig la that the just mentioned
CO peak contributes 0,,7% and therefore is relatively unimportant..

rhe p:rediction of emissions surfaces and their variimce can
be improved by the use of much more complex models (see for
example Watson et al 1983) called transient engine mapping models
which are beyond the scope of application to traffic management
problems"
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STEADY SPEED EMISSIONS

The bases of all 5 models can be the steady speed emissions
or fuel function" This is especially beneficial since, as part of
the test program, the fuel rate obtained On the dynamometer is
validated against road data (refer to Fig .. 7)" A second advantage
is in providing confidence that the cruise speed rates will be
well founded when needed in network simulation tasks, examples of
which appear in Bowyer, Akcelik and Biggs (1984)

There are however problems with behaviour of the emissions
surfaces for some ca.rs, particularly those using engine fuel and
ignition management as prime controls to meet emissions standards
An example is the 6 cylinder Holden engine prior to the current

model. Fig. 11 depicts the steady speed relations for the Holden
Commodore examined in this paper" It is clear that the three term,
third ordel::' equation (based on the physics of vehicle motion) has
difficulty in fitting closely the HC and CO emission CUl::ve and
produces negative emissions for the NO rates" Cleal::ly higher order
polynominal expressions in V can impro~e the regression and have
been employed whez"e necessary.

RESULTS

Analysis, here has been confined to 'closed loop' _ answering
how well do the models explain the data On which they were based,
ie" Hot start ADR27A andMPc tests" Open loop on MCC, and modal
(acceleration, deceleration etc .. ) analyses have been performed
(Holyoake 1985). Most usually the open loop and closed loop tests
agree quite closely" To minimise the volume of material, the former
tests only are demonstl::ated"

All the results are treated On a pel:: microtrip basis (ie.
one start to the next start)" The microtrip times vary just over
20s up to 4 minutes"

The cumulative residuals, or sum of the rnicrotrip errors
in percent, e is defined as

e = E(error per microtrip) x lOO
E microtrip fuel/emission (mL/g)

The unsigned error /e/ is defined as

le] I abs (error per microtrip) x lOO
E microtrip fuel/emission

The coefficient of variation in the el::ror

cov cr microtrips x 100
mean fuel/emission for all microtrips

The :results for the four cars are given in Table l,.
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Fig" 11. Steady speed emissions and fuel rates for

GMH Commodore ..

It should be apparent that the sum of the Inicrotrip errors
compares the total error to the total fuel used" The unsigned residual
(exTor) le] is therefore a more meaningful criterion" For fuel rates,
the performance of the PKE and KE models CMl, M2 and M3) a.re similar with
the KE model producing average errors of just over 3%" Model M4 can
be made to produce zero e by free regression of the idle flow rate,
but then gives higher Jer, and of course the fuel rate while stopped,
is then not predicted accurately"
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MODEL HC CO HOx FUEL HC CO NOx FUEL

Ml e , 5.7 26.1. 6.7 2.0 e , 8.8 4.05 4.6 3.7
le /% 9.8 42.0 16.8 3.1 lel% 14.8 15 . .1 13.9 4.9COV% 13.7 51.0 27.6 3.1 COV% 22.7 43.5 21.6 4.9

M2 e % 1.3 30.5 4.1 1.9 e % 14.8 2.7 4.9 3.7
/el' 9.4 54.4 15.4 3.1 lel% 16.9 17.2 13.7 4.4

COV% 18.0 54.7 25 3.2 COV% 25.4 48.5 22.9 4.4

M3 e , 2.4 47.5 6.7 2.6 e % 17.2 5.8 6.1 4.2
le I% 9.8 49.2 18.8 3.1 lel% 19.8 28.6 13 .3 5.0 ;::COV% 18.0 62.9 36 2.0 COV% 27.8 4.6 23.6 3.22 0

0
M4 e % 10.4 23.0 19.2 8.3 e , 14.3 -12.4 7.2 17.0 m

lel% 19.1 49.4 20.6 8.5 lel' 24.1 43.8 35.7 17.0
r
c:COV' 36.0 74.3 31 14.7 COV% 38.7 7.9 75.8 13.6 Z
G)

MS e % 10.6 33 • .1 25.2 6.7 e , 16.6 - 6.6 -58 13.7 m
~ lel% 17.6 43.6 27.0 6.7 lel% 19.1 65.3 67 13.7 ;::
0

'" COV% 23.4 69.9 44.9 4.6 COV% 38.3 9.96 78.9 10.2 0;
en

1981 HONDA CIVIC l..3L 5 SPEED MANUAL 1983 HOLDEN COMMODORE 3. 3L AUTO 0
Ml e % 5.4 4.1 - 2 . .L 0.5 e % 5.3 24.7 4.7 3.0 Z

en/el% 9.1 15.J. 7.3 5.0 lel' 17.9 40.9 10.4 4.1 ."
COV% 12.7 43.5 13.9 6.6 COV% 33.7 81.0 16.2 4.5

JJ
0

M2 e % 7.L 2.7 - 0.3 1.2 e , 8.2 33.4 6.6 0.57 ;::

lel' 12.7 17.2 11.9 5.9 le I% 20.3 45.7 10.6 3.0 ()
»

COV% 15.2 48.5 20 . .1 8.1 COY%; 37.8 75.8 14.4 4.2 JJ

M3 e • 7.6 3.2 - 2.1 2.7 e • 0.5 -15.9 2.4 1.3 en
lel' 13 .5 17.6 7.8 3.9 lel% 2.7 54.1- 11.4 2.6

COV% 15.7 49.5 13.4 4.6 COV% 38.2 79.7 22.9 3.8

M4 e , 40 20.9 22.5 17.9 e % 6.1 4.09 16.9 7.4

lel. 63 26.3 23.4 17.9 lel, 29.2 67.2 24.9 7.4
COV% 43.3 46.5 41.8 10.8 coV' 47.2 114.3 44.9 9.3

MS e % 39 16.5 8.5 20.4 e % 7.0 15.3 18.9 12.8

lel' 59 36.7 13.2 20.4 lel' 27.2 73.6 25.3 12.8
COV% 22.9 52.4 15.0 13.5 COV% 42.3 116.2 34.6 11.6

Note half second data values are used to calibrate the models.
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The MS model incorporates acceleration squared terms which
become most significant at highest power outputs" By including into
the data file, high power-operation,obtained dw;"ing wide open throttle
tests, the acceleration squared term becomes more significant and the
driving cycle mierotrip results are considerably improved. This may be
observed in Table 3 for the Honda eivie, which should be compared
with the data at the foot of Table 3 ..

TABLE 3 - RESIDUALS FROM MODEL MS WITH MODIFIED DATA INPUT

HC CO NOx FUEL

e - 14.4 4 .. 8 2 .. 2 5 .. 9lel- 14 .. 5 16.2 , .. 7 6.0
COV% 13.5 17.2 3 .. 5 4 .. 8

Examination of Table 2 indicates that emissions predictions
for all models are worse than those for the prediction of fuel
quantities" This is because of the increased variability in the
data, which is sourced in the vehicle rather than in the data itself,
since, for example, aggregate forms of the RE Model (M3) produce
almost identical results to the instantaneous form employed here
(Holyoake, 1985).

Fig. 12 depicts the regions in which the MS model wor'ks
least well'for the Cortina CO emissions .. The error surface shows
particularly the problems associated with the high CO peak during
deceleration, and the general level of under prediction during
deceleration" A consider'ably larger data base is needed before
it can be stated that variations of the basic fuel consumption
derived models are necessary ..

For example, relaXing the necessity for the term in MS
being >0 is a simple variation that could be _usefuL

The simple 'closed loop' tests (model prediction of
calibration data) employed here, have demonstrated that predictions
of exhaust emissions for microtrips are much less accur'ate (two
to five times) than fuel consumption.. This is true for all 5
models tested when the criteria are cumulative microtrip error,
the unsigned error sum and the coefficient of variation of the
errors"

Although the equations employed in the models are founded
on the physics of the vehicle motion, the formation of emissions are
dependent On transient effects such as air-fuel ratio shifts which
cause increased variability, displayed in coefficient of variation
surfaces (in Figs .. 8 and 9) It would appear that this variability
can only be accommodated in much more Complex models which account
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The final quantification of the probable errors in
emissions predictions of the lumped parameter type models studied
here, must await the evaluation of the data for the fleet of over
40 vehicles which we have already tested"

Fig 12 Emissions error surface between measured data
and MS model for CO and Ford Cortina car ..
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for the transient nature of the emissions formation. However,
transient engine mapping models, which can account for' the non
temporal sources of variability, are too complex to aggregate for
the vehicle fleet, as they treat vehicles individually, and
therefore likely to be of use only in specialised mi.croscale
traffic management studies"

This work has been possible through funding from the National
Energy Research Development and Demonstration Program of the
Department of Resources and Energy and gr'ants from the Australian
Road Research Board (ARRB). The close cooperalion with staff of
the ARRB, particularly D" Bowyer, Or,. R" Akcelik and D, Biggs, is
greatfully acknowledged" Valued contributions have also been made
by CSIRO Division of Energy Technology, Or.. R" Johnston, Or, K.. Rogers,
M,. Wooldridge and H, Trayford, General Motors Holden I s and the Ford
Motor Company along with numerous individuals have made their cars
available for testing ..
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